The highly conserved P7 region is generally believed to act as a major portion of the catalytic site in the Group I intron ribozyme. However, its functions have not been elucidated except for the fact that it specifically binds a cofactor guanosine required for self-splicing reaction. We attempted an in vitro selection experiment to determine the sequence requirements of this region in the mechanism of catalysis by using the Tetrahymena ribozyme. We found that the selected active clones have the secondary structure similar to that of the wild type with few exceptions. However, their primary sequences were not conserved except G264 and C311 that are the major elements of the binding site for the guanosine. Our results suggest that the unique secondary structure of the P7 region is a primary requisite for the catalytic function of this class of ribozymes.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of the group I intron ribozyme consists of a conserved core region and peripheral elements (1). The core region can be physically divided into two domains, P3-P9 and P4-P6 domain. We recently found that the catalytic site resides in the P3-P9 domain so that the P4-P6 domain is nonessential for the catalytic activity (2) .
The P7 region in the P3-P9 domain is a candidate for a part of the catalytic site since it has the binding site for the cofactor guanosine (termed G-site) that initiates the splicing reaction (3). It has been reported that the mutations at many of these residues diminish the activity and that a base-pair can be hardly replaced by a different pair without sacrificing the activity (4, 5) , suggesting that the primary sequence as well as the secondary structure is very important for the catalysis. To further investigate the requirements for the P7 region of the Tetrahymena ribozyme in catalysis, we attempted an in vitro selection experiment that provided an artificial phylogeny of this region.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed in vitro selection for obtaining active clones that can promote a modified circularization reaction (6) . Catalytically active 24 clones were isolated. Figure 1 shows the sequences and relative activities of each clone in the circularization reaction. No residue was identified that critically determines the activity of this ribozyme.
The clones are classified into three groups, Type A, B and C, based on their structural feature : A portion of Gsite is the universally conserved G264-C311 base-pair (Figure 1 , numbered nucleotides in wild type) in case of the Tetrahymena group I intron ribozyme (3). Type A clones have the wild type-like secondary structures involving the G264-C311 base-pair. Type B clones have the wild type-like secondary structure but lack G264-C311. Type C clone (clone 8) possesses none of these features.
In contrast to the previous results (4,5), isolated clones were still active despite that their primary sequences were highly diverse. However, most of the selected sequences (clones in Type A and B : 23 clones out of 24 clones) are likely to form the wild type-like secondary structure as shown in Figure 1 , suggesting that the primary requirement for the sequence in the P7 region is to form unique secondary structure rather than to possess a specific primary sequence. (It is noted that ours and previously reported results about the importance of the primary sequence are not necessarily compatible due to the difference of the constructs and the conditions : The constructs of the mutants and the conditions employed in the previous experiments detect the reduced activity due to the mutation highly sensitively.)
Interestingly, some of the clones that can perform the wild type G-C. circularization reaction were incapable of performing the self-splicing reaction (Figure 1 , marked by asterisk). We suggest that some unidentified factor(s) required for performing the splicing reaction exists in this region.
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